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ABSTRACT 
Various approaches tothe space of Colombeau's generalized functions ~;(X) on a C~-manifold 
X are analyzed. The wave front set of G C G(X) is defined. The estimate of the wave front set for 
fXG, where f : X ~ Y is a C~-mapping and G E G(Y), is given. The restriction on a submanifold 
is determined. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Colombeau generalized functions (C.g.f.'s) on a C~-mani fo ld  X are in- 
troduced by Aragona and Biagioni [1] but De Roever and Damsma [12] are the 
first who have studied the local properties of  C.g.f.'s on X by using their sheaf 
properties. Co lombeau and Meril ([5]) have indicated that the definitions of  
C.g.f.'s on X, ~(X), in [1] and [12] do not admit the embedding of  Schwartz's 
distributions on X into G(X) which is invariant under diffeomorphisms. They 
introduced classes which we denote by Aq, q c No, and proved that for a dif- 
feomorphism t~ : f)l ~ f22 and a distribution g, g(#(x))  * ~ and (g * ~) (#(x) )  
define the same element of  O(f21). Note that we follow H6rmander 's  notation 
which means that elements of  (C~(X) )  ' are called distribution densities and 
elements of  D~(X) in the sense of  [8, Section 6.3] are called distributions. 
E We slightly change the definitions in [5] which correspond to Aq. Then, we 
define the sheaf of  C.g.f.'s on a Ca-man i fo ld  J( by pulling back the sheaf of  
C.g.f.'s G([2), J~2 c R ~. Moreover, we give two more definition - by introducing 
the spaces ~H(X)  and ~H(X)  (see also [1], [12] and [6]). The second one is in 
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coherence with the definition of Schwartz's distribution space on X (cf. [8, 6.3]). 
We denote ~(X) = g/-/(X). Our oplmon is that the given approach is simpler 
than the one in [12] because it is closer to the definition of distribution on a 
manifold in [8]. 
We analyze all the approaches and study the microlocal properties of a C.g.f. 
on a manifold. First, we show the equivalence of all the approaches to C.g.f.'s 
on X. Then, we introduce and study the pull back feG, G • g((2), which in 
general is not equal to f 'G, where f is a diffeomorphism and define the wave 
front set of a C.g.f. on X. We analyze the pull backs f *G and f 'G,  where 
G E G(X) and f is a C ~-diffeomorphism of manifolds, as well as the pull back 
f 'G,  G • g(~22) and its wave front set in the case whenf  is a smooth mapping 
but not a diffeomorphism. In this case the pull back f *G  is defined and its wave 
front set is estimated if the wave front of G is disjoint with the set ofnormals Nf 
of f .  As an application, we obtain the main assertion of [12] concerning the re- 
striction of a C.g.f. on a submanifold. Several examples are given at the end of 
the paper. 
2. BASIC NOTIONS 
We follow Colombeau Meril's approach [5] (cf. [6]; see also [3] and [9]). 
We denote by (qH)~ < ~, ee > 0 a net of smooth functions defined on open sets 
Y2~ ~ 0, e < ee, which are contained in the closed ball with the center at 0 and 
the radius 1 such that for every compact neighborhood of zero K (/~ ~ 0) there 
exists ex such that 
(O~)~<~K is a bounded family in DK and J~ ~b~(A)dA = 1~ e < e~. 
R ~ 
The set of such nets is denoted by .A~. Then, .Aq, q • N, is defined as a set of 
(~U) • A~ which satisfy, additionally, fR, A~U(A) dA = O(eq), 1 < [c~] _< q, 
~<CK.  
If (~U) • .4 0, then we put 0%(x) = (1/en)~(x/e), e • (O,e(~), x • Y2~. 
Let Y2be an open set o fR n. Then, g(Y2) (resp. go(C), resp. go(R)) is the space 
of nets of complex valued functions on £2 (resp. the nets of complex numbers, 
resp. the nets of real numbers) which correspond to (~U) • .A~, 
R:  ( (e~) ,x )  , , R (e~,x) ,  (o~) • Ao,  x • s?, 
(resp. R : (qH) --+ R(O~)) such that for every fixed co, R(O ~°, -) E C~(f2) (resp. 
R(4/°) E C, resp. R(o ~°) E R). 
Colombeau's spaces of moderate and null nets of functions are defined by 
gM(f2) : (R E E(f2) IVK CC ~g Vc~ E Ng ~N E N 
V(~ ~) C A~v x~Ksup ID"R($~,x)I = O(c N)}, 
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A/(52) = ~R E g(O) [VK CC /2 Va C Ng 3N C N 
~(Tq) c N N, ?q --~ oc as q -~ oc 
Vq > N V(¢ -~) C Aq sup ID~R(O~,x)I = O(e~,)~. 
xEK ) 
I f  in the previous definitions R(0 ~, x) = R(O ~) does not depend on x and the 
estimates hold for a = 0, i.e. 
]R(¢~)] = O(e N) (resp. ]R((~8)] : O(e~q)), 
then the space of such nets of complex numbers is denoted by g0M(C) (resp. 
Af0(C)). If they are nets of real numbers, we obtain spaces d0M(R) and H0(R). 
We introduce a relation ~ in ~M(52): 
Rl(q5 c, ") "~ R2(O C, -) if for every compact set K CC ~2 and every (~)  c A~ 
there exists eK, ~ such that 
RI(¢E,x) = R2(¢e,x), x E K, C < eK,4). 
It is an equivalence relation and the corresponding spaces of classes are de- 
noted by gM(52) and N'(52), respectively. We use the same notation for their 
elements as for the elements of gM(52) and A~'(£2), respectively. We define 
goM(C), goM(R), Jk[o(C) and N0(R) in an appropriate way. 
Spaces gM(52), go~4(C) and goM(R) are associative subalgebras of g(O), 
Go(C) and Go(R), respectively, and N'(52), N0(C) and N0(R) are ideals of 
gM( Yl), goM( C) and goM( R), respectively. 
The space of C.g.f.'s on 52, Colombeau's complex numbers and Colombeau's 
real numbers are defined by 
G(52) = EM(52)/H(S?) ,  C = &M(C)/No(C) R = &M(R) /No(R) ,  
respectively. 
Spaces ~(52), ~" and R are algebras with respect o the pointwise multi- 
plication of representatives and ~(52) is the differential algebra with respect o 
the differentiation of corresponding representatives. 
Elements of ~" c ~(£2) are called constant generalized functions: 
A;  × o , , 
Let (¢~) c A 0 and d(0~) = sup{Ix[ t ¢~(x) ¢ 0}, e C (0, e¢) be the net of support 
numbers. Let 
Y)2a(¢~) = {x C 52; dist(x,R~\Y2) _> 2d(¢~)}, g C (0, e¢). 
These sets are closed subsets of 52. Denote by ~v~, a net of functions in C~(Y2) 
equal 1 on Y)2a(e~) and supported by Y)d(¢~), g E (0, g¢). If Y-2a(¢d is empty for 
some e, then ~¢~ ~ 0. 
The embedding of D'(~-2) into G(Y2) is made as follows. We put 
(1) (Cdf)(¢~,x) (~e~f) * ~(x),  x • 52~, e • (0, g¢) 
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(~(x) = q~(-x)). I f f  E D'(£2), then 
(Cdf ) (c / ,x ) ,  ((0~),x) E A 0 x f2, 
belongs to E~t((2) and determines Cdf  = [Cdf] G ~((2). We denote by 
Cd~D'(~)) the image of D'(g)) in ~(~2). Note, C~(f)) is a subalgebra of ~(~2) i.e. 
(Cd .fl )(Cd j4~) = Cd(f~ f2) = fl f2. 
There holds: 
Cd(fl'O) = (Cdf)(~), 
n ~-~ ~(n) ,  s~cR ~, 
f E D'(~)). 
(resp. ~M(n), resp. A/'(~)) is a sheaf. 
I f f  C D'(Y2) and ~21 CC (2, then 
Cd( f  In1) = (Cdf ) [~ in G(~21). 
The support of G C ~(Q), suppg G, is defined as the complement of the largest 
open set £21 C Y2 such that G In1 = 0. I f f  C D'((2), then suppf  - suppg Cdf. 
We denote by ~c(f2) a subspace of G(~2) consisting of compactly supported 
elements. 
The subalgebra G~(~c2), defined by Oberguggenberger [9], is of crucial im- 
portance for the microlocal analysis of C.g.f.'s. Recall, 
= { U E G(S2) [ 3 U(~,  x) - a representative of U such that VK cc  Y2 
~N E N Va C N~ 3N0 E N V~ E .AN 0 sup IU(C~)(6~,x)] = o(eu)'~. 
xEK ) 
Then, G~(Y2) is a subalgebra of ~(£2), ¢~(Y2) N D'(Y2) = C~(£2) and G~(o(2), 
Y2 c R ~ is a sheaf. All these facts may be proved in the same way as in the case 
when Aq is replaced by .Aq (cf. [9]). 
Let G C G(Y2). The complement of the largest open set of Y2 in which G is ~ 
is called the singular support of G and denoted by sing suppg G. 
It is said that G is ~ in QI C f2 i fG Is2~ E ~(Z2l) .  
I f f  E D'(Y2), then sing suppf  = sing suppg Cdf .  
It is said that an element Z c C admits an associated complex number z C C, 
in short Z is associated with z, Z ~ z, if Z has a representative Z(~)  such that 
there exists N E No such that l im~0 Z(~)  = z for every (~)  E .Aq, q > N. 
I fK  is a compact subset of Y2, then the integral o fG c G(Q) over K, Jx Gdx, 
is defined by the representative 
(6. ~-) ~ f G(O ~,x) dx, (6 e) EA  0. 
K 
We embed G~,(£2) in to ~ (R") by G ~ ~G, where ~ E C~(~2), ~ = 1 on supp G. 
(If G C ~c(~2), we will use in the sequel the notation ~ for a function in C0~(Y2) 
equals one on supp G.) 
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Let G cGc(f2) and suppG=KCCl2. Then, f~2 Gdx is defined by 
~supp ~o q)Gdx. 
Note, if~b E C6~(Y2) and G E G([2), then J}2 G~dx E C. 
An element G E ~(Y2) is said to admit an f E D'(Q) as an associated is- 
tribution, in short G is associated with f ,  G ~f ,  if J~s2 G~dx is associated with 
( f ,  ~b)(E C) for every g, E Cd~(Q). Clearly, i f f  ~ D'(Y2), then Cdf  ~f .  
Let G1, G2 ~ ~(Q). It is said that they are equal in (g.d.) sense if 
~[ G,~dx = .[ G2~pdx E C for every ~b E Co~(Y2). 
We write G1 --~ G2 or G~ - G2 ,-~ 0 and say that Gi and G2 are equal in the asso- 
ciated sense if 
f (Gl(x) G2(x))~/~(x)dx~O, fo revery~,e  C0~(J?). 
The notion of the wave front for C.g.f.'s has been introduced by Scarpal6zos 
[13] as a natural generalization of the wave front of distributions. 
Let G E Gc(R ~) and suppG = K. Then, the Fourier and inverse Fourier 
transformation f G are defined by 
.T(G)(() = 0(() = f e'X~G(x)cp(x)dx and 
R" 
Y '(G)(() = (2rr)-" J e 'xeG(x)~(x)dx, ~ ~ R", 
R" 
(g) E C~(Y?) equals 1 on supp G.) 
One can easily prove that these definitions do not depend on K, and that 
.T(G) and .Y-1 (G) are elements of G(Rn). Moreover, by using appropriate rep- 
resentatives of f (G)  and U-I(G) one can define 5r - l ( f (G) )  and 5c(f  I(G)) 
although .T(G) and f I(G) do not have compact supports and prove 
F - I ( f (G) )  = G, 5r(5 r I(G)) = G in (g.d.) sense. 
(In fact, Colombeau has defined the space of Colombeau's tempered general- 
ized functions for the needs of Fourier transform.) 
It is said that G E G(~) is microlocally regular in an open conic set 7 c ~ x 
(R"\{0}) (conic in the second variable) if for any (x0,~0) c "y there exist an 
open neighborhood X?0 of x0, a conic neighborhood F of 40 (in R n) and func- 
tions ~2 E C~(~2) and ~b ~ C°~(R ") with the properties: 
(a) supp~o c Y20, V) = 1 on S'){ cc  Y20, 
(b) supp¢, c F, ~ is positively homogeneous of degree 0 in F, ~ =- 1 in a 
neighborhood of (0, such that ~':(()5r(~G)(4) is 'Schwartz', which means 
~N c N Vc~ ~ No Vp 6 N ~n0 ~ N V(¢) C A~0 ~C > 0 3~ > 0 
]D(~(V~(~)~r(~G(0 ~, .))(())] < Cc U(1 + ]~]2)~/2, ~ E R". 
The wave front set of G E ~, denoted by WFg G, is the complement of the union 
of all conic open sets 7 where G is microlocally regular. 
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Let us recall the properties of the wave front set for a generalized function on 
R" (cf. [111): 
(i) I fh c Cff~(R ~) and G C ~(R"), then 
WFg(hG) C WFg(G). 
(ii) 7rWF e G = sing suppg G (rr is the first projection). 
(iii) Le t f  c D'(~).  Then, WFf  = WFgCdf .  
3. SHEAVES OF COLOMBEAU'S FUNCTIONS ON MANIFOLDS 
We denote by P = (Su, rv ~) a presheaf of complex vector spaces over some 
topological space X. I f f  E Su, thenf  xdenotes the corresponding germ fx c Sx 
at x E U. If  P is a sheaf, then we will denote it by ~. In this case the mapping 
'I~u : f ~ (~bu(f ) : x H fx, X E U) is anisomorphism Su ---, F( U,~) andwe will 
use the notation ~ = (F(U, (), ivY), for P, where iv U is the restriction mapping. 
Let L /= (Ui)ic i be an open cover of X and U C X be an open set. We define 
SUU= { ( J~)ic/Ci¢l[ I  Suinu lruinucnu(f) = ruinujnu(fj), i, j C I} ,  
whereru( f )  = {f~ I x E U} and 
~ou: Su S u, where g,u(f )  a = (ru, nu( f ) ) ,e  r 
U U 
I f  V c X is also open, we define a homomorphism of vector spaces r v : 
sg 
/4 U 
rv ( ( f ) i c l )  vinu for (f i) i~l C Sld. = (ru, n v ( f ' ) ) ic l  
L¢ U 
It is easy to check that pU = (S~, r v ) is a presheaf and that ~u : p ___+ pU is a 
homomorphism ofpresheaves ofvector spaces. If  P is a sheaf, then pU is also a 
sheaf and 
P is isomorphic to pU. 
In fact, we have proved in [6] that the presheaf ind limu pU is the associated 
sheaf or P. 
Let X be a C°°-manifold of dimension and let )c = {(X~, ec)} be a maximal 
family of coordinate systems. We denote by A the set of all diffeomorphisms 
which appear in 5 c. Let 
(2) f ' l  = {(X~,~)]/¢ E A1}, A1cA,  
be an atlas of X. We denote b/1 = {x~ln  C A1}. 
Let ~ be a sheaf of complex vector spaces over a topological space X. Recall, 
the sheaf ~ u~ is isomorphic to ~. For every open set O c X, 
U1 F(O,~) is isomorphic to F(O,~ ), 
U 1 A 1 and F(O,~ u~) is determined by F(X,~,~ ), ~ E which are isomorphic with 
F(X,~, ~), ~ C A 1. This implies that the vector spaces 
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c A 
determine the sheaf ~ uniquely up to an isomorphism. 
In the sequel, we shall denote open sets of R n by ~ over the capital etter: U, 
V,X~, . . .  
The construction of ~(X) is based on the next theorem, which is given in [6]. 
Because of that we recall its proof. 
Theorem 3.1 ([6]). Let ~o be a sheaf of complex vector spaces on R" with the 
property: 
(A) For every diffeomorphism h : 0 --, 0 ~, the mapping 
h* r(0, 0) 
given by 
F(0',~o) 3f  ~ h*f =fo  h E F(0,~0), 
is an isomorphism. 
Then, ~o determines a sheaf ~ on X such that ~ = (ol 8 t fX = 0. 
Proof. Put 
Sx * = ~ F(X,~, ~0), where (X~, ~) E Y. 
This family is uniquely determined by a family ~*F(k~, ~0), ~ E A 1, for any 
atlas (2). 
Put/,4 -- {X~ [ ~ E A} and define for every open set U C X, 
S~" ~- { (fi)iel C ~eAH SU~AU [ rx~nx~,nti(f~) = rx~nx~,nu(f~,) }. 
One can easily prove that U ~ S u is a sheaf ~ = ~u. Every atlas of the form (2) 
and the corresponding covering U 1 determines the sheaf 
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U ~-~ S U , UCX.  
One can easily prove that the sheaves ~ u~ and ~ are equal. 
The last part of the assertion isalso a straightforward consequence of (A). [] 
Let ~0 be one of the sheaves 0 ~-~ CM(O), 0 ~-~ A/'(tJ) or 0 ~-* ~(0). Then, 
for every one of them (A) holds and they determine the corresponding sheaves 
on X. 
Definition 3.2. The above sheaves are called the sheaf of moderate functions 
U ~ C~(U), null functions U ~ NC(u)  and C.g.f.'s U ~ ~C(u),  U c X, on 
a manifold, respectively. 
Remark 3.3. Since the sheaf 0 ~ N(G)  is fine (as well as 0 ~ EM(O)) it fol- 
lows Hq(R",./V ") = 0, q > l. This implies G(0)= EM(0)/A/'(0) and thus, 
Go(v) = Ejc(u)/Hc( ). 
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De Roever and Damsma [12] have defined the sheaf of ultrafunctions on a 
manifold by using a simplified version of Colombeau's theory. They embed 
distribution densities into ultrafunctions via de Rham's regularizations. By the 
use of families .4q, one can reformulate their definitions in [12] of the sheaf of 
ultrafunctions which we denote by U w. ~ R(U), U C X. Without repeating the 
definition given in [12], we remark that for any coordinate system (X~, ~;) E ~, 
there holds GR(X~) = ~*~()(~). This implies the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. The sheaves U ~ g~t(U), U ~ N'R(u) ,  U ~ ~R(U), U C X, 
coincide with the sheaves U ~ gC(u) ,  U ~ N'C(u) ,  U ~ ~C(u) .  
Let (X~,n), (X~, ,n ' )E5  c, #- -non ' -1  and (~U) EAq. If for every co- 
ordinate system ~; : X,: -~ J)~ c R ~ we are given a function 
A~ x ))~ 3 ((&;),x) ~ ~ G,c(O~,x) E £M(2~) (resp. E N'())~)) 
such that for every ~, ~' E A and every/~ cc  ~'(X~ N X~,) there exists e0 > 0 
such that 
(3) p*G~(o~,x) = G~,(O~,x t) = G~¢(O~,#(x')), e < co, x' E K, 
we call the system G {G~} a moderate function on X; G E gMH(X) (resp. a null 
function on X; G E J(/'H(x)). (We will define in the next section the spaces 
gift(U), N 'H(u)  and GH(U) by using the compatibility condition different 
from that in (3).) 
We use the notation G~ = G o t~-l. 
The vector spaces . fVH(x) and gMH(X) are closed under multiplication GR = 
{G~R~}. Moreover, J~H(X) is an ideal of gMH(X). 
Definition 3.5. The space of C.g.f.'s on X, OH(x) is defined by OH(x)  = 
gf f t (X) / f i 'H(x) .  Their elements are G = {G~}, where G~ is represented by 
G~(qb~,x) E EM(2,~). 
Let U be an open set in X. We define -H EM(U), JQ'H(u) and OH(u)= 
,~M H (U)/iV" H (U) in an appropriate way. 
Theorem 3.6. (i) Let .T 1 be an atlas of X. Assume that Jor every t~ E A ~ there 
exists a moderate )Cimction G~ E g M( X~ ) (resp. N" ( f(, ) ) such that (3) holds when ~c 
and ~t belong to f 1. Then, there exists one and only one moderate function G c 
g ~ ( X ) ( resp. G C Jk/" H ( X ) ) such that G o ~ 1 = Gs for every ~ c A 1. 
In particular, 0 n ( X ) is uniquely determined by an atlas f 1. 
(ii) ThepresheafU ~-~ OH(U), U C X isasheaf  
(iii) The sheaves 
u u u ,  , ucx  
determine uniquely spaces of moderate, null and generalized functions ~n (X), 
~/- n ( X ) and G H ( X ), respectively. Conversely, the same holds. 
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Proof. (i) Let n c A 1 and G~ = G~ o n. Then, (Gn)~EA~ is a compat ib le family: 
G,~ix~ex~, = (0,~ o ~) ]x, nx~, : ( 0,~, o ~') [x~nx~, : G,~,lX~nX~,- 
Note that ruU~ = ko ul o (kvu)-I is an i somorphism of  sheaves. Thus, there exists 
u R (R~)~e A where R~ E gC(R") such that (G~)~EA~ = "rh~x( ( ~)~eA)" The defini- 
t ion of  ~-z) u implies that R~ = G~ for n c A 1. So, it follows that ( /~)~eA 
(R~ o n I)~eA is the desired family which is an element o fg~(X) .  
(ii) It is obvious. 
(iii) Part  (i) and the fact that for every coordinate system (X~, ~) E ~-, 
I,¢*~M(L) = sC(xn), I%*J~(L ) ~_ N'C(x~), l%*~(L) = ~c(x~), 
imply (iii). [] 
The notions of  equality in (g.d.) sense and in associated sense are introduced 
in ~H(x)  in an obvious way. 
Let u = {u~} be a distr ibution on X (u E Dr(X)). The embedding D'(X) --, 
~H(x)  is defined by 
u ~ Cdu- (Cdu~) .  
Clearly, it is determined by any atlas in the sense of Theorem 3.6 (i). 
4. G n ON A MANIFOLD 
We will use the same notat ion as in the previous paragraph for the manifold 
X and its maximal  coordinate system 5 c = {(X~, n); n c A}. 
Let U1 and U2 be open sets in X and let # : Ul ~ U2 be a di f feomorphism. 
Let u = (u~) be a distr ibution on U2 (in the sense of [8]). Then, we will prove 
in the next paragraph that tt*Cd u ~ Cd#*u but 
(4) /z*Cdu ¢ Cd/z*u. 
The same holds for distr ibution densities. 
Because of that we will define £ ' (X) ,  HH(x)  and consequently GH(x)  in a 
way such that equality holds in (4). We need the propert ies of nets in .Aq, which 
are proved in [5]. In fact we will use a construct ion of  0~ which is slightly dif- 
ferent from the construct ion of  ¢;c in [5]. 
Let # : f2j ~ $22 be a C°C-diffeomorphism and let (~)  E .,4~. 
Let Kn CC K .+I ,  [-Jn~ Kn = Y21. Then, #(Kn) is a compact  set in Y22, for 
every n E N. Fix n. There exists c~ such that, 
for x E K. and e < e., the function 
I J,,(*, ~l(#(x+cO))l c , 1~[ < 1 
is well defined. 
Moreover,  by letting e --~ 0 the supports of ~(~)  tend to {0}. Thus, we obtain 
that there is a sequence g, (< e,) such that 
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¢~(~) are smooth functions upported by Kn, for g.+l < e _< En, 
n C N, where/£n+l c /~.  and lim /£. ~ {0}. 
n - -*  oo  
I f  B~ is another sequence of compact sets with the property Bn CC B.+ l, 
[..Jn~ 1 B%= f21 and if we repeat he above definition with B. instead of K., we 
obtain (¢~) with the property: 
For every compact neighborhood K of zero there exists eK such that 
~e:~ for e < eK. 
The construction implies that (¢~) C A~. Moreover, it belongs to ,A~q/2], where 
[q/2] is the integer part of q/2. This has been proved in [5] and used there for 
the definition of pe : EM([22) + EM(Y21) (resp. A/'([22) ~ A/'(Yh)) and of pe : 
~7(a22) --+ {7(O1) as follows. 
Let R(¢~,y) c EM(Y2J. Then, as in [5], we define 
(p~R)(¢ e, x) =/~(4) c, x) = R(q~-;, p(x)). 
This is an element of EM([21). 
Thus, p~ : 6(f22) ~ O(/21) is defined by peG : [p~R], where G = [R]. For 
example, i f f  is a compactly supported continuous function on Y22, then 
{ Rl(¢~,x) = J ' f (p(x+c())¢~(~)d~, and (6) R2(¢~,x) = f f (p(x)+ zA)¢~(A) dA, 
(e < e0) determine the same element of G(Y21) which is equal to p~Cdf .  
Theorem 4.1. (i) p*(A/(~?2)) = A/([21) andp*(gM(f2 J )  = gM(f21). 
(ii) p° (Cdf )  : Cd(pef ) ,  f E D'(f22). 
Proof. Let #1 : Y22 ~ Y23 and #2 : Y21 ~ Y22 be diffeomorphisms. 
(i) The assertion follows directly from 
= o m)®R, R c E (sh), ([5]) 
by taking P2 = p l  1. 
(ii) It follows from (1) and (6) because very distribution supported by a 
compact set is of the form ~1< _<~ f~(~)' wheref~ are continuous and compactly 
supported, la[ _< k. [] 
6 Let (X~, ~), (X~,, ~') c )c, # = t~ o n ' -  1 and (¢~) C .mq. Let (¢~) be defined by 
(5). 
If for every coordinate system ~ : X~ ~ k~ c R n we are given a function 
A~ × X~: 9 ((~e), x) ~ G~(¢-;, x) C EM()(~) (resp. E A/'()(~)) 
such that for every ~, n' c A and every k cc  u'(X~ n X~,) there exists eo > 0 
such that 
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(7) #°G,~(~,x)  = G~,(O~,x ') = G,~((9~,#(x')), e < co, x' E K, 
we call the system G = {G~} a moderate function on X; G E 8M~(X) (resp. a null 
function on X; G E A/'(X)). 
Def in i t ion  4.2. The space of C.g.f.'s on X, ~z-/(X) is defined by ~/t(X) = 
8f f t (X) /Afn(X) .  Their elements are G = {G~}, where G~ is represented by 
G~(~ ~, x) E 8M(k~). We use the notation ~(X) = GH(X). Let U be an open set 
in X. We define 8~(U) ,  Afn(U) and ~H(U) = 8~(U)/A/'~4(U) in an appro- 
priate way. 
We will use the notation GH(U) = G(U). 
Theorem 4.3. 1. The space ~(X) is closed under (naturally defined) multi- 
plication. 
2. U H ~( U ) is a sheaf 
3. G( X ) is uniquely determined by any atlas .T 1 (in the sense of Theorem 4.1). 
Let u = {u~} be a distribution on X. Recall, ~- - {(X~, ~) I ~ E A} is a max- 
imal family of coordinate systems and u~ E D'()(~), X~ = ~(X~). Then, the 
embedding D'(X)  ~ G(X) is defined by 
u ~ Cdu- (Cdu~) .  
Clearly, it is determined by any atlas in the sense of Theorem 3.6 (i). In fact, the 
main advantage of our approach (based on the approach of Colombeau and 
Meril) is this natural embedding. 
5. MICROSUPPORT 
Let X and Y be open sets o fR  ~ and le t f  : X ~ Y be a C~-diffeomorphism 
of X onto Y. Let F be a closed conic subset of Y x (R~\{0})  and 
f *F  = {(x,'f'(x)~l) [ (f(x),~7) E F}. 
We define f 'G ,  G ¢ ~(Y) by 
f *G(~ ~, x) -- G(~, f (x ) ) .  
The next theorem is needed for the definition of generalized wave front set of 
G ~ ~(X). 
Theorem 5.1. (i) WFg(f~G)  = WFg(f*G) =f*(WFg G). (Recall, f~G is de- 
 ned by (7).) 
(ii) Let G - Cdg, where g E 79I(Y). Then, f~G ~ f*G. In particular, if u C 
C~(  Y), then f *u  = f~u = u of.  
Proof. We give the complete proof of assertion WFg(f  • G) = f *  (WFg G). One 
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can easily see that the proof of WFg(f*G) =f*(WFg G) is the same. It is based 
on the proof of Theorem 7.7.1 in [8]. 
(i) Letx0 E X, yo =f(x0)  andF~ 0 = {r/I (Y0,r/) E F}. Choose V and Y0 such 
that 
V is a closed conic neighborhood of Fy 0 in R~\{0} and Y0 is a 
compact neighborhood of Y0 such that V is a neighborhood of F,, 
for every y E F0. 
We will prove that WFg(f*G) c f*  (WFg G). For this, it is enough to prove that 
there is an open conic neighborhood of (feFyO)xo out of which 5C(H(~,-)) is 
rapidly decreasing i.e. 
if (Y0,~o) E WFg G and Y0 =f(xo),  then (Xo, zf'(xo)) E WFgfCG. 
o 
Let X0 be a compact neighborhood ofx0 such that f(xo) E Y0 and ~ C CO~(Yo) 
be equal 1 on a neighborhood off(xo). By Fourier's inversion formula we have 
(8) (f°(~G(dp~,.)),O} = (27c)-n f .U(~G(fJe,.))(r/)Io(r/) dr/, 0 E Co~(X), 
where Io(r/) = [o O(x) ei(f(x)''~) dx. 
Since d(f(x) ,  r/) = (dx, tf'(x)rl) and 
Ir/I <- Cl'f'(x),jI if x E supp0, r~ E V, 
Theorem 7.7.1 in ([81) implies 
iio(r/)l < CN, o(l + [r/i) N r/ C V,N=I ,2 , . . .  
Recall, for some no, 
(9) I.T((pG(~, .))(r/)] < __1 C)(1 + ]r/I ) U 71 • V, U = 1,2,.. .  
cc no 
and for some nl and some M 
ly(~G(~;~ .))(r/)l _< C (1 + Ir~l) M, R". e~ ~ r/E 
Replace 0 by 0e -'(x'~) in (8) and set O(f*(TG(~, .))) = H(~,  .). Then, we have 
(o /~(~a(~,  .)), e'/~,~>) = 7(/~(~;~, .))(~) 
= (27r)-" J~ f(~oG((~, "))(r/)Io(r/, ~) dr~, 
where 
Io(r/,~) = S O(x)e'IIsI~,T,l-I*~ll dx. 
Let W be an open conic neighborhood of
l ¢ 7 (x0) rv0 ¢ = ( f  E'0)x0- 
We may assume that V and X0 are chosen so that 
' f ' (x)r le W i f xeX0,  r/E V. 
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Theorem 7.7.1 in [8] implies 
]10(r/,~)] < CN(1 + I~[ + It/l) -N if ~ ~ W, r/E V, 
IIo(rh~)l < CN(1 + [r/I)N(1 + I~l) -N, r/ ~ V. 
Thus, for ~ ~ W and N C N, 
f(H(+;+,.))(~) _< C~ $ (1 + I~l + [rll) M-N dr/ 
V 
+ (1 + f l )  -u J u(~e(¢~,.))(1 + Irll)Ud~l 
R"\V 
and (9) implies the assertion. 
Since we have (f-1 )~f ~ G G, the previous proof shows 
(WFgG) c ( f  I ) * (WFgf~G)  
and (i) is proved. 
(ii) I fg  c 7?'(Y), then 
Cdg = [(g~e+) • 4/(y)], 
f~(Cdg)  = [(gets+) • ¢~(y)] 
= [(g(f(x))t%+) • Ce(x)], 
f * (Cdg)  = [(g~+ * ¢+)(f(x))]. 
Since g(f(x))~:~ * (o~(x) ~ g( f (x ) ) ,  e --+ 0 and (g~e~+ * ¢+)( f (x) )  ---+ g( f (x ) ) ,  
e --+ 0, in the sense of convergence in D' (X) ,  the assertion (ii) for distributions 
holds. [] 
Theorem 5.1 (i) enables us to define WFg G for a G E 6(X). 
Definition 5.2. Let G C G(X). Then, 
WVg(G) c T 'X\{0},  
so that the restriction to a coordinate patch X~ satisfies 
WFgGN (X~ x (R"\{0})) = ~;eWFg(G~). 
Theorem 5.1 (i) implies that WFg G is independent of local coordinates. 
Let Y be another smooth manifold and T = ( Y~, r/), r 1 E O, a maximal family 
of coordinate systems on Y and rl( Yn) - f',7 c R n, rl C O. Let 
f :  X ~ Y be a diffeomorphism. 
Then, we define the pull back f '~ : ~(Y) -~ G(X) via the pull back of repre- 
sentatives 
gH(y)  OR(¢+,y) ~-+ ( f~R) (~ x) c EH(x)  
by 
( ( f~R),~(~ , x)) = (R,7((9+,f(x))), 
where ~ = r! of ,  z 1 C 69. 
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The fact that f~R E ~(X) is proved as follows. 
Let 
~' -- r]' o f ,  t~ = r /of ,  y =f (x ) ,  
and # = ~ o ~-  1. Since 
#=(rlof) o(f  loT/t 1)=~1o~]'-1 
it follows that (3) holds because 
' f * (R) ,~(~,x)  = Ro((p~,f(x)) 
(10) -- Ro,(~3~,f(#(x'))) 
= (f~R),~,(@~,#(x')). 
y' =f (x ' ) ,  
Corollary of Theorem 5.1 (i). Let fbe  a diffeomorphism ofa manifoM Xonto Yas 
above andR¢ ~( Y ). Then, 
WFgfeR = f* (WFg R). 
I f f  : X ~ Y is a smooth mapping (but not diffeomorphism), we can not define 
the pull back f~G,  G ¢ G(Y), as in the case of a diffeomorphic mapping, be- 
cause we are not able to define q~ which should correspond to ¢~ as in (5). Thus, 
for such f we consider f*. 
Theorem 5.3. Let X and Y be open sets of R m and R ~ resp. and let f : X ~ Y be a 
Ca-mapping. Denote by 
N$ = {( f (x ) ,  r/) C r x R n I 'f'(x)o = 0} 
and assume 
(ll) Nf N WFg( G) =1~. 
Then, 
WFg(f*G) C f*WFg(G).  
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 5.1. In fact, the choice of 
a closed conic neighborhood V of Fy 0 in R"\{0} (see the beginning of the pre- 
vious proof) and a compact neighborhood X0 of x0 should be made such that 
v, 
t f ' (x ) r /¢0  i fxcX0and~?¢ V. 
Then, by repeating the previous proof, we obtain the assertions of Theorem 
5.3. [] 
Let X and Y be manifolds of dimension m and n, respectively, with the dif- 
ferentiable structures (X~, ~), n ¢ A and (Yo, ~), ~ E O, respectively. Let (X~, n), 
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n E A j, be an atlas of X. Assume that f  : X ~ Y is a C°~-mapping such that for 
every t~ c A 1 there exists ~/= J (~) c O such that 
(12) f (X~) c Yj(~). 
Then, we define, for G C G(Y) and its representative (Gn(~ C, y)), 
(U*G)(~ ~, x) - (G~(~, x)), 
where G~(~,  x) = G:(~)(4~,f(x)).  
Remark  5.4. One can easily prove that for every smooth mapping f : X ~ Y 
there exists an atlas (X~, ~), ~ c A l, and a mapping J : A 1 ~ O such that (12) 
holds. 
Corollary 1 of Theorem 5.3. Suppose that f is a smooth mapping of a manifold X 
into Ywhich satisfies (11) and G c ~( Y). Then, f *G is an element o fF (X)  which 
does not depend on A 1 and J : A ~ 0 satisfying (12). Moreover, 
WFgf*G C f * (WFG) .  
Proof. By the similar arguments as for (10) we have that for an atlas A l 
( f *  G)~ (q~ ~, x) = ( f *  G)~, (q~ ~, t~ o t~'- ' (x ' ) )  
holds, where ~, ~'  c A I. This implies the assertions. [] 
Let Z be a submanifo ld of X and i : Z ~ X the embedding. Then, we have 
Ui = {(i(z),~l) ]ti'(z)71 = 0} = NZ, 
where NZ is the conormal  bundle of Z. In this case Theorem 5.3 implies 
Corollary 2 of Theorem 5.3. lfG C G(X) and 
WFgGNNZ = O, 
then i*G E ~(Z) satisfies 
WFe(G I r)  = (WFg G)IY = {(Y, t i '~)l( i(Y),~) ~ WFg G}. 
Moreover, if G -  Cdufor some u C D' (X) ,  then 
i*(Cdu) ~ Cdi*u. 
Remark  5.5. All the definitions and assertions of this section can be simply 
transferred to OH(X) and proved there. 
6. EXAMPLES 
Example 6.1. We note that Examples 1, 2 and 3 in [12] justify our theory be- 
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cause the wave front sets for Colombeau's generalized functions on X in these 
examples intersect the set of normals Ni for the embedding 
i:  Y ~ X, where X = R 2 and Y = {(x,, x2) Ix2 = 0}. 
Example 6.2. The generalized functions in quoted examples of [12] are de- 
termined or associated by Schwartz's distributions on R 2. Let 
F! (0¢, (x1, x2)) 6" 0 e 
F2(Oe'(x"x2))=l  __c3[log e]2x2 0e(x2) )  . c
By elementary calculation, it follows F1, F2 C ~(R2)\CdD'(R 2) and F1 ~ F2. 
Let Y be as in Example 6.1. We have WFg ~ N NY ¢: 0, i = 1,2, and 
[, i*gl = c311oge~0e(0)0 ~ C G(R)\CdD'(R) 
i*F2 =0.  
Example 6.3. The analog of Corollary 2 of Theorem 5.3 is often used in 
Schwartz's theory for the definition (and the existence) of the product of dis- 
tributions. This procedure is out of use in ~ since it is the multiplicative algebra. 
Let 
F(~ ~,x) = 0c x 7 ( f (q~,X) )  2 C C (0, l ) ,  X C g n. 
Then, WFg F -- {0} x (R"\{0}) = WFgf.  
Example 6.4. One can simply transfer Example 8.2.8 in [8] to our theory (with 
((1/e) 0 C(x "/c)) 2 instead of ((1/c) q~(x "/c)) there). 
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